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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
To : The Files f DATE: August 14, 1967

,THRU : Charles G. Long, Chie f a /, . t -
Reactor Project Branch No. 3, DRL

FROM : L. L. Kintner, RPB #3, DRL ff
/%

SUBJECT: STAFF MEETING WITH METROPOLITAN EDISON COMP /SY
ON AUGUST 8 AND 9,1967, DCCKET NO. 50-289

A ,eeting between t'.2e Division of Reactor Licensing and representatives of
the Metropoli. tan Edison Company was held to discuss their application for
a permit to construct the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. The purpose
was to identify those areas of the proposed design where clarification or
additional information is needed.

In attendance were:

DRL Metropolitan Edison Company

B. Grimes and Consultants
L. Kintner R. E. Neidig
P. Check G. F. Bierman
D. Ross J. S. Bartman
M. Dunenfeld J. G. Miller
I. Spickler J. E. Gutzweiler, Jr.
G. Burley P. Karish
D. Sullivan W. W. Lowe (Pickard-Lowe)

G. Charnoff (Shaw-Pittman)
Gilbert Associates, Inc. R. W. Heward , Jr. (General Public Utilities)
C. H. Bitting M. Kauff=an (Franklin & Marshall College)
W. F. Sailer C. A. Cornell (MIT)
W. H. Traf fas R. J. Holt (Weston Geophysical)
W. Santamoor
R. McLemore The Babcock & Wilcox Company
H. T. Newton W. B. Beisel
C. Gill R. F. Wascher
A. M. Larson R. F. Ryan
G. M. Kowal H. E. Flora
J. E. Behen J. Ficor

D. A. Nitti
M. F. Sankovich
J. H. Kreps
F. R. Thomasson
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The app 1! cant has developed additional information since publication of the
Sa fety Analysis Report in several areas and will include it in future amend-
ments. Addi*ienal information includes refined reactivity control calcula-
tions and information contained in Duke Reactor application m=endments later
than Amendment 4.

We informed the applicant that additional information would be requested in
the following areas:

1. Conformance of the design to the recently published 70 General Design
Criteria.

2. Status, current results, and completion schedules for thermal tests ,
flow distribution tests, control rod drile tests, steam generator blow-
down tests, and core barrel check valve tests.

3. Additional work in the areas which were discussed in the ACRS-Duke Power
Company meeting including: fuel rod failure data; diversity of signals
to initiate emergency cooling systems; fuel irradiation tes ts ; low
cycle fatigue endurance of irradiated materials; effect on fuel element
of dropped control rod with no dash-pot action; control red ejecticn;
steam line isolation valves; flexibility of emergency power systems;
and the blowdown calculational model.

4. Instrumentation, particularly that associated with the emergency diesel
generator system, protection system, and effluent monitoring system.

5. The dose rate at the site boundary for the maximum hypothetical accident
which exceeds the Part 100 limiting value, according to our more con-

servative calculation. We calculate higher dose rates than the, applicant
because we assume 207. = ethyl iodide in the containment atmosphere instead
of 57. and we use a volu=e source in calculating mixing in the wake of
the building instead of a virtual source.

6. There is a question as to whether sufficient data is available for the
sodium thiosulfate spray to include it as an engineered safety feature.

DISCUSSION

The discussion is separated into two parts: the nuclear steam supply, which
is a B&W responsibility; and the site and activity releases.

Nuclear Steam Sunnly

B&W presented latest results of reactivity control calculations which show
that fixed shim rods are not needed for the initial core leading. We said
additional information was needed on accuracy of calculating shutdown =argin
and the design criterion to ensure shutdown margin for operational transients
and accidents.
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We said the revised General Design Criteria (70) shculd be reviewed to see
whether the Metrcpolitan Edison plant (Mat. Ed.) meets the criteria.

B&W in response to questions, said that the PSAR and Arendment 1 of the
Met. Ed. application includes all pertinent changes which were inctrporated
in the Duke PSAR threugh A=endment 4. Changes centained in later Duke
amendments are currently being incorporated into the Met. Ed. applicacion
where applicable. Specific items centioned by the applicant were: anclysis
of turbine missiles, which is not yet completed; the steam line break analysis
performed for Duke is not applicable because Met. Ed. has steam line isola-
tion valves; the departure frca nucleate boiling (DNB) using the Westinghouse
correlation (W-3) was not included in Met. Ed. since S&W felt that the ecc-
parison of Westinghouse and B&W correlations made in the Duke application
would not have to be repeated.

A schedule for thermal and hydraulic tests was given by B&W as follows:

1 Departure froc Nucleate Boiling (DNB) Tests

a. Red bundles, uniform heating
comparison with W-3, September 15, 1967
new B&W :orrelation, February 1, 1968.

b. Tubes, nonuniform axial heat flux

comparison with W-3, November 1,1967
new B&W correlation, February 1,1968.

c. Rod bundles , nonuniform axial heat flux

February 1 - May 1,1968.

B&W would be able to give seminar in Lecember, 1967, on CNB test re su l ts .

2. Vessel Flow Distribution Tests (1/6 scale)

February 1, 1968.

Centrol rod drfve tests are continuing. The initial prototype tests were
ccmpleted in June and will be reported (internally) in October 1967. Seven
component tests (material tests) will precede the final prototype tests to
define necessary design modifications, if any. Final prototype tests will
begin in October 1967. "urrent test information will be supplied if requested.

B&W has =ade a trip to the BONUS Reactor to investigate control rod seal
probleas at BONUS. They believe that the BONUS control reds stick because of
insu f fic ient excess torque above that required to overcome static fricticn.
In BONUS there is 307. cxcess torque whereas in the B&W design there is 100;
excess torque. The vertical orientation o f the shaf t in the a&W design was
said to be better than the heriacntal shaft BCNUS decign because seal rings
will not bear en che shaft.
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Steam henerator blowdcwn tests using the steam generator tect loop are
centir.uing. Blowdown of steam fron 507. power initial conditicas has been
conpleted in hich the tubes have been more than 200 F hotter than the
shell. The expected condition in the plant i_ for the shell to be hetter
than the tubes because of the thicker shell in the full scale unit. These
tests will be used to verify (and if necessary, modify) analytical procedures
and are not expected to duplicate actual conditions. Tests of steam blev-
down frca full power conditions and primary side blowdown are scheduled to
begin in May 1363.

,

Additional information was requested on the consequences of primary system
breaks for the complete spectrum of possible ruptures, including emergency
water injection line ruptures. If operator action is required during or
after the accident, the time available for action and type of action shculd
be discussed.

Check valves in the core barrel to vent steam during a loss of coolant were
discussed. Prototype tests will demonstrate that valves will start to open
with 1,2 psi pressure dif ferential and will be fully open with 1-1/ 2 psi
differential. Tests will be made on a 1/2 scale model at roca temperature;
mechanical si=ulation will be used for the hi;her pressure differential.
Analyses are believed adequate to demonstrate that vibrations, leakage, and
self-welding will not be problems. The design criteria will be the same as
for other vessel interior components; i.e., they must function with blowdown
loads superi= posed on other normal loads. B&W did not see the need for valves
having more than 100% capacity, since they are self-actuating; however we
said that extra capacity (redundancy) would probably be required.

Several questions which were raised during the safety review of the Duke
reactors were discussed as itemized belcw. It was requested that the appli-
cant document any significant developments on these subjects for the Met. Ed.
application.

1. B&W is using GE (Cincinnati) data to define the conditions which cause
fuel rod failure during blowdown.

2. They are continuing to look for additional signals to initiate safety
features, but believe the primary system pressure is the most reliable
indication of rapid loss of coolant.

3. They are irradiating fuel specimens in capsules . Current conditions
include 21-25 kw/ft, 45,000 Mwd ton and 755 F cladding temperature.
They intend to irradiate some specimens to 80,000 tiwd ton, which is
beyond the design value of 55,000 Mwd ton. They do not plan post-
irradiation examination of fuel elements from previcus high performance
plants to determine irradiation effects en full sized ele =ents under
actual operating conditions.

4. B&W has examined current data on the ef fects of irradiation on icw cycle

fatigue life and conclude that although the cest-fit line of current
data is below best-fit line of previcus data, the current data is still
abcVe design curve.
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5. Regarding the effect of dropping a control rod assembly en a fuel ele =ent,
B&W has dropped (in a centrol-rod test rig) an assembly with the snubber
not filled with water. The male coupling elongated 1,4 inch, but there
was no dcmage to the simulated fuel element. There is a 2-inch clearance
between the bottee of the fully inserted contrcl red spider and the to:
of the guide tube. Since control rod housings are vented during startup
and very little gas can be accumulated here during cperation, they de
not consider loss-of-snubber action very ilkely. However, even if it
occurred, the ceupling would not fail. We pointed out that the conse-
quences of repeated scrams without Jashpot action should be considered,
since loss-of-snubber action cannot be detected without special tests,

which are not a part of the planned operating procedure.

6. B&W does not consider control rod ejection due to a seal failure to be
credible. They are continuing to look at possible failure modes which
could eject a rod.

7. Steam line isolation valves will have a 2-minute closure ti=e. (Turbine
stop valves are very fas t closing.) Safety valves are upstream of the
isolation valees. Steam' gu=p valves will handle 15% of the full power
steam flow. It is possible tt.at safety valves will be used for sene
operational transiertr. We said that safety valves are a part sc the
isolation system and ways to detect and correct leakage during operation
should be investigated.

8. We explored possible flexibility in emergency power s ources. The
emergency diesels are not large enough to run the booster feedwater
pumps simultaneously with other emergency is um. h!xiliary boilers
are sized for startup heating requirements and no plans have been made
to incorporate them into the emergency system.

9. Met. Ed. has 1cwer capacity high pressure injection pumps because they
use two out of three for normal and emergency service instead of one of
three as in Luke. There is, however, automatic isolation of seal water
lines which makes three pu=ps available for emergency service. The
decay heat exchangers have lesser capacity, since they have a higher
sink temperature. The higher sink temperature requires two to be used
for noc,a1 decay heat re= oval but one of two for emergency service. They
have no maximum time requirement for cooldown during normal service.

10. The blowdown calculational model is not sensitive to heat trans fer in the
steam generator since heat is transferred from the primary side tc the
secondary side and then back to the primary in a 45-second period. The
blowdown model correlates well wi:h Left data for a ruptgre disc diameter
which is 6% of the vessel diameter (corresponds to ~1 ft' break in Me:_.
Ed.) when the velocity of steam bubbles is taken as V3: 203.5 p-0.643,
The form of this equation is taken frem p 151, ANS,1962 Transactions.
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11. The heat trant fer coefficient, h, during flooding af ter a loss-ef-
coolant accident is assumed to be :ero until the core hot sect is
covered (3 ft frca bottom). Then h is assumed to be 20 Stu hr ft2 cy
in the covered region until the water level reaches 6 ft (l'2 cevered),
when it is assumed that h is 20 stu. hr f t20F ever the upper half of
the core as well as covered region. The assumption is made that stean
generated in the lower half will produce this ccefficient in the upper
half. Justificatien was requested for the ccefficient in the upper
half.

Instrumentation was discussed in a separate meeting with Don Sullivan.
Additional information will be requested from the applicant: quality testing
and diversification of protection systems; use of a single bus for control
rods; capacity, starting time, and switching of emergency diesel generaters.
A separate mecting will be held September 1 to discuss the rad waste system
instrumentation and criteria.

Site and Activity Release to Environment

Gilbert Associates, Inc. (GAI) saf d additional results from borings taken
since publication of PSAR are now available. We will request this data and
location of borings relative to structures.

Mr. Cornell (seismic consultant) explained the reasons for selecting the
Golden Gate earthquake spectrum instead of El Centro. The site is 5 miles
from the border fault. The El Centro spectrum was measured 100 miles from
the epicenter and when corrected to 5 miles, the acceleration values wculd
be very low. Recommended design earthquake acceleratien is 0.06 g. We
will set up a conference call with Newmark to resolve seismic questions.

We said that ether questions raised by our consultants wculd require further
clarification: relative motion of separate buildings during an earthquake
if not founded on bedrock; expanded critaria for piping to include combina-
tion of loads and allowable stresses; necessity for designing vessel and core
internals for simultaneous earthquake and blowdcwn forces, design modifica-
tion required, and criteria for stresses; criteria for tornado design, crane
support design, and missile protection.

The Olmstead Army Air Fcree Airport has been converted to commercial (private)
use. Landing patterns will be described in an enendment.

GAI precented additional data on site hydrology. Soundings have been taken
at several cross sections of the river near the site to determine channel
geometry. Water depth is being calculated for 2000 cfs river flaw assumin3
failure of the York-Haven Dam, dcwnstream of the site. The river fic% exceed:
20v0 cfs for 93% of the time. It is estimated that there would be an even
flew split (50-50) around shelley Island in this case. This data as well as
reserve capacities of municipal water supplies will be reported latet . We
also asked for acre details of the methed of predicting high ficed water level
on Three-Mile Island based en the measured values from the 1936 flood.
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The proposed operating limit for the yearly average dic:har;e of li< uid,
wastes to the river is 0.01 M20 and for the yearly avera2e gaseous vaste
at the site exclusion beundary the proposed limit is 0.0? MFC. The liquil
waste system will be designed to accommodate centinuous chemical shim
oper2tien, 120 gal per day holdup for 60 days, two ccid :tartups and : hut-
downs per year, and 1% f ailed fuel elements. 31cwdcun frem the coeling
tcwers is 2000 spa. The calcula cd activity at the paper plant beside the
York-Haven Oam is 0.002 MPO. The gaseous waste sys tem will acccamodate
1 gym leakage of primary water to the secondary side in the steam generater
and gas purges to waste holdup tanks (30 days). Ac ;idental release of one
of the fcur 10,0CO-gallon liquid waste tanks pumped at 30 gpm to the dis-
charge would result in 0.5 MFC with 2000 g;m dilution and 20 MFC without
dilution. lupture of a waste gas tank results in less than one rer.

Vacuum pumps in the main condensers discharge to the plant vent, which
contain filters in the base of the vent. There are no air ejectors.

The liquid and gas waste disposal sy:tems will be included in subsequent
amendments to the application, and wil' discuss the possibility of con-
taminating the cooling tower, and the sensitivity of activity monitoring
systems.

We asked the applicant to describe in a future amendment their preopera-
tional monitoring program to determine background activity in fish and
wildlife.

Emergency cooling water systems will include a surge tank which will have
a level instrument for detecting loss of water from emergency cooling coils
during an accident. By isolating ene cooling coil at a time, it will be
possible to detect which of four coils is ruptured snd isolate it. Adequate
time is available before excessive dilution of borated water in the reactor
building sump (43 minutes for a 2000 gpm loss) . It is expected that locscs
as small as 50 spa can be detected. In response to a que: tion, GAI said
that recirculated borated water could be sampled following an accident to
determine boron content.

We asked the applicant for the values of the heat trans fer coefficient frca
containment atmosphere to emergency cooling coils for conditions which are
calculated for the accident.

We advised the applicant that our more conservative calculation of the
Maximum Hypothetical Accident resulted in doses exceeding Part 1C0. Reason:
for the difference are: the creatment of mixing in the wake of the buildin;--
the applicant used a virtual scurce instead of a volume scurce and assuming
that cnly 57. of the iodine in containment is in the form of methyl icdide
instead of 207.. We referred the applicant to tes t data obtained at ICTS for
effects of mixing downstream cf a building.
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There is a question as to whether the data on sodium thiosulfate spray
systems for removing iodine from the containment atmosphere are suf ficient
to confidently design this system. The applicant's analysis takes credit
for removing 37. of the iodine which they calculate could be rencved by
usin; this system. In addition, the injection systen for the thiosulfate
sprays should be analysed to ensure that the supply is not c:<haus ted be fere
the borated water storage tanks are emptied.

The fluid-block' penetration seals will be used for lines which normally
are gas filled and which are not required for safety features (e.g. , urge
lines, vents, sampling lines). These fluid block seals are not requited to
meet the leakage require =ent for containment, and leak rate tests will Se
run without the fluid-block seals or the containment penetratien sleeve
pressuriaation system.

Distribution
DRL Readin;
RP3 43 Reading
CO
D. Muller
R. Tedesco
C. Long
R. Ireland
S. Levine
M. Rosen
R. DeYoung
V. Moore
J. Newell
R. Matson
1. Spickler
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